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Illus 1: The Jerviswood estate as shown on the 3rd edition Ordnance Survey 25-inch map Lanarkshire 025.11 with components identified marked in red (map
reproduced from http://www.maps.nls.uk).

1.0 Introduction to Glorious Gardens
Glorious Gardens was a two-year pilot project (2015-17) to research and record historic gardens and
designed landscapes in two areas of Scotland. The project focused on properties which are not listed in
the Historic Scotland Inventory of Gardens and Designed Landscapes, but which still retain evidence for
their development and have some conservation value.
One strand of the pilot project, funded by Historic Environment Scotland and the Heritage Lottery Fund,
focused on gardens and designed landscapes (GDLs) in the Clyde & Avon Valley Landscape Partnership
(CAVLP) area while a separate strand, funded by Historic Environment Scotland (HES), studied properties
in the Falkirk local authority area.
The Glorious Gardens pilot project was initiated and managed by Scotland's Garden and Landscape
Heritage, who contracted Northlight Heritage to recruit, train and support groups of volunteers to
conduct the research and produce reports on properties in each area during 2015-2017.
This report has been written by Maureen McKeown with Kathryn Valentine, the volunteers who
conducted the research and survey work. The assessment of significance (section 7) was conducted by
Northlight Heritage based on their findings.

2.0 Introduction to Jerviswood
Jerviswood is within the Parish of Lanark and sits high above the Mouse Water. The gently undulating
landscape of the Mouse Valley is deeply cut through by the river, with steep gorges and ancient mixed
woodland on its steep slopes.
The original property at Jerviswood was a 15th or 16th century square tower house, some ruins of which
can still be seen. The current Jerviswood House (NGR: NS 88376 45514) was built next to the older
building in the early 17th century for the Baillie family and is a fine example of a laird’s house of that
period. It was bought by the McRae family in the late 1990s and it remains their home. Jerviswood
House is category A Listed. Cleghorn Glen is both a National Nature Reserve (NNR) and a site of Special
Scientific Interest (SSSI). The estate is in multiple ownership by Scottish Natural Heritage and various
private owners.
Name

Designation

Grade

ID

Web link

Jerviswood

Listed
building

A

LB13053

http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB13053

Cleghorn
Glen
Woodlands

NNH

NA

NA

http://www.snh.gov.uk

Cleghorn
Glen

SSSI

NA

364

http://www.snh.gov.uk

3.0 Methods
The study followed the project methodology, as detailed in the Glorious Gardens Method Statement (see
project archive, held at the National Record of the Historic Environment maintained by HES).
It involved the consultation of key historic maps, aerial photographs, local and national archives, and
databases of heritage assets and statutory designations. The results were entered on a Property
Information form, hosted on a secure server, to ensure a consistent level of recording.
The desk-based research was followed by a systematic walkover survey in January 2017 to identify and
record surviving components and key elements of the historic designed landscape. The survey employed
a recording system designed for the project that combines written field notes, tablet-based data capture
and photography. All data gathered during the project are available for consultation as part of the
Glorious Gardens archive, held at the National Monuments Record of Scotland maintained by HES. The
sources consulted are listed in section 7.
The information gathered has been synthesised to establish a baseline understanding of the
development of the designed landscape and its current state, including its overall structure, surviving
components and conservation opportunities.

4.0 Desk-based research results
4.1 Historic maps
Jerviswood appears on maps from the late 16th century onward. This section summarises the changes to
the designed landscape which are captured on each of the more informative historic maps. Section 6
draws out further evidence from the maps as it relates to specific components of the landscape.
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Illus 2: Pont's Glasgow and the Country of Lanark (Pont 34) (1593-96).

The name ‘Jerviswood’ can be seen in an approximation of its correct position - above the Mouse
Water on the opposite bank to ‘Lokkart Mill’ (Lockhart Mill). Above the name is drawn a tower house
with four floors and two-storey wings on each side. This presumably depicts ‘Jerviswood’. It has been
interpreted as such in the 1654 Blaeu Atlas of Lower Clydesdale that used Pont as its source.
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Illus 3: Roy's Military Survey of Scotland (1747-55) (©British Library).

Jerviswood (the actual spelling used on the map is hard to decipher) sits within a broad bend
in the Mouse Water and is shown as a group of buildings. It is unclear which mark represents
the house and which are the ancillary buildings. The property is almost encircled by woodland
- one side covers the steep bank of Mouse Water as it curves around the house and the other
runs from south-west to east. Both arms of this woodland still exist.
There are two tree-lined drives to the house - one running south-east to north-west and
another, slightly narrower road running south-west at right angles from the first. It has been
difficult to connect these approaches to the modern-day road layout. The smaller road
probably forms part of what is now Bellefield Road and seems to join up with the Medieval
route out of Lanark from the Wide Close. This was the main connection north prior to the
creation of Hope Street in the 1830s. The other drive section seems not to connect with any
road but to lead to fields. On later maps, this section leads to Cleghorn Road (the A706), a
continuation from Hope Street, but as this road did not yet exist the route from Lanark to
Cleghorn Bridge seems to be present-day Stanmore Road. Therefore, the purpose of the
wider avenue to Jerviswood is not clear.
It is interesting to see the number of enclosed fields to the south-east of Jerviswood. Roy’s
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map was the first to depict this shift to enclosed cultivation. The majority of the land is shown
(by parallel black lines) as under cultivation and is unenclosed, although some areas are
enclosed by trees or hedges. To the east of Jerviswood is ‘Jerviswood Dyke’. This is the
original name of Jerviswood Mains farm.
This 1793 map gives us no new information to that on Roy's Military map of 1747-55.
However, the detail is easier to see. For example, the road or track running south-east from
the house is clearly used to access fields. It was presumably extended to provide an approach
to the house from the east when the new road from Lanark to Cleghorn was built (see Forrests
1816 map below). The markings to the north of the house may relate to Cunning Willie's Mill.
Illus 4: Roy's Plan of the Roman station called Castle-dykes…; Plan of the environs of Lanark…
(1793) (©British Library).

This 1793 map gives us no new information to that on Roy's Military Survey of 1747-55 (illus
3), but the detail is easier to see. The road leading south-east from the house is clearly used
to access fields. It was presumably extended to provide an approach to the house from the
east when the new road from Lanark to Cleghorn was built (see illus 6). The features to the
north of the house may relate to Cunning Willie's Mill.
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Illus 5: Ross's A Map of the Shire of Lanark, North-east Section (1773).

On Ross’s 1773 map, the ancillary buildings are not shown and we see Jarvieswood [sic] as a (small)
mansion house rather than a tower house. The house is shown as surrounded by woodland but no
drives or approaches are depicted. The road assumed on Roy’s map to be present-day Stanmore
Road is shown here with dotted lines, suggesting a minor roadway or track.
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Illus 6: Forrest's (1816) The County of Lanark from Actual Survey.

It is much easier to understand and recognise the layout of the ‘Jarviswood’ estate and surrounding
landscape on Forrest’s 1816 map, which shows the owner as Baillie Esq. As on Ross’s 1773 map, the
Tower House has gone, replaced by a mansion house on the same location. There seems to be a
garden area on the south side of the house. The two arms of woodland seen on Roy’s map remain, as
do the two approaches to the house. However, we see the larger, tree-lined drive end at what is now
Cleghorn Road, and it takes a sharp, right-angled turn up to the house itself. There is also a track
running from the Cleghorn Road drive down to ‘Cunning Willie’s Mill’. Neither this track nor the mill
were depicted on earlier maps. ‘Dyke’ – present-day Jerviswood Mains – is now recognisably in its
modern position beside the Cleghorn Road.
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Illus 7: Ordnance Survey 25-inch (1st edition), Lanarkshire Sheet 025.11. Surveyed 1858-9, published 1864.

For the first time we see the modern spelling of Jerviswood being clearly used. The basic elements
around the estate remain as seen on the Forrest and earlier maps, including the arms of woodland that
almost encircle the house and the two approaches, from Bellefield Road and from Cleghorn Road.
What seemed to be a garden area on the south side of the house on the Forrest map is now an orchard
edged by trees in what is known as the Doocot Field (although no dovecote is indicated). The drive does
not end at the north turn up to the house but continues along the bottom of this orchard to a well, and
then along the edge of the field where the land falls down to the Mouse, ending at the west side of the
house. There appears to be a small pond on the triangular strip of land between the orchard and the
north turn up to the house. Also, the Bellefield Road approach is now the more substantial of the two.
Indeed, between the T-junction where the two approaches merge and Cleghorn Road, this previously
dominant drive quickly narrows to a track.
The ancillary buildings attached to, and in proximity to, the house resemble a steading arrangement
rather than offices and stables. The building lying just south-east of the house (area 522 on the map)
features an interesting circular component, possibly a horse mill. There is a line of five trees marking
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the division between south-east facing slopes in areas 521 and 524.
The track down to Cunning Willie’s Mill is still there but the mill itself seems to have gone; only two,
unroofed buildings are indicated. However, we can see another track leading off this down to Leitch
Ford. The ford was not shown on earlier maps. On the other side of the ford, one footpath runs
eastwards through the woods along the route of the Mouse to Cleghorn Bridge (presumably on
Cleghorn House estate land) and another runs north.

Illus 8: Ordnance Survey 25-inch (2nd edition) Lanarkshire 025.11. Surveyed 1896, published 1897.

Again, the ‘bones’ of Jerviswood remain the same. However, it seems a little pared back: the orchard in the
Doocot Field has gone, as have the trees that edged it. The Bellefield Road approach is now the only road
into Jerviswood. The track from Cleghorn Road to the T-junction with the Bellefield approach is a footpath
only. No trees are shown on either. What had been two fields in 1858 is now one (area 753), and the line
of trees running down the slope between them has gone. The track to Cunning Willie’s Mill is also shown as
a footpath now and leads only to Leitch Ford. The path does not now go to the site of the mill, which
contains only one unroofed building. On the other side of the Mouse Water there are footpaths heading
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west along the river as well as east. These appear to be pleasure paths through the woods, presumably
open to the public. The pond on the triangular strip is now clearly seen on the south-east edge of the
former orchard. The track no longer goes all around the former orchard to the west side of the house but
stops at the south-west corner where three wells are now shown, rather than one. Within the Doocot Field
a small, unroofed structure is marked (not seen on the 1st edition). Could this be the dovecot? There has
been some expansion of the ancillary buildings, giving an even greater steading appearance. The round
building seen on the 1858 OS has gone, replaced by what appears to be an open sided barn. The shape of
the ruins of the original tower are shown for the first time as an unroofed square on the south-west wing of
the house.
Illus 9: Ordnance Survey 25-inch (3rd edition), Lanarkshire 025.11. Surveyed 1910, published 1911.

Nothing has changed in Jerviswood itself since the 1896 survey. However, we see the creation of a
footbridge over the Mouse just a little up-river from the ford, suggesting the growing popularity of
walks through the woodland river paths on the other side of the Mouse Water. Also, a large complex of
glasshouses has been built beside the Bellefield Road approach; this may mark the origins of Jerviswood
Nursery.
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Illus 10: Ordnance Survey six-inch (4th edition), Lanarkshire XXV.SE. Surveyed 1941, published c 1949.

There are no changes to be seen between the Jerviswood surveyed in the 1910 OS map and that
shown on the 1941 4th edition.

4.2 Aerial Photographs
An aerial photograph published in 1950 (NS 84 NE Lanarkshire, OS Air Photo Mosaics 1944-50, see
www.maps.nls.uk) differs little from the features depicted in the OS maps of 1910 and 1941. Another
substantial set of glasshouses has been built beside Jerviswood Nursery, but nothing else has changed.
However, although trees are shown edging the Doocot Field only on the 1858 OS map and missing from
the later editions, this photograph shows that there are trees still in place. Also on the edge of the
Doocot Field, there seems to be a stone wall or embankment where the flat edge of the steading area
falls away into the field. There was some evidence of that during the site visit, but it is not described on
any maps.
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5.0 Timeline for the Jerviswood Designed Landscape
16th
century

Jerviswood was owned by the Livingston family, eg James Livingstoun of Gerviswood (1512)
and William Livingston of Jareswood (1572). The estate is also recorded as ‘Jerviswode’.
The ruins which adjoin the present house are the remains of an older, quadrilateral tower
with a round arched doorway (see Illus 11 below) which was probably the tower house of
the Livingstons.

Illus 11: Doorway of Jerviswood Tower adjoining the 17th century Jerviswood House.
Photograph courtesy of Mrs Alison McRae.
17th
century

The Barony was sold in 1636 to George Baillie of St John’s Kirk who then styled himself
Baillie of Jerviswood. He was the son of a prosperous merchant burgess of Edinburgh. In
1642, George Baillie also acquired the lands of Mellerstain in Berwickshire by Royal Charter
and built a tower house on the site of the present day Mellerstain House. The present
house at Jerviswood is thought to have been built by the Baillies in the middle of the 17th
century. Some of the masonry from the Livingston tower may have been incorporated into
this new house, and it may have been extended from its original size. George Baillie died in
1649 and was succeeded by his son Robert (see below).
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1649 to
1684

Robert Baillie of Jerviswood is one of the most famous Covenanter Martyrs. In 1676 he had
been briefly imprisoned, and fined the enormous sum of £500, for rescuing his brother-inlaw, a Presbyterian minister, from house arrest. A few years later in 1683, whilst in London,
he was arrested again, this time for being involved in the Rye House plot against the life of
Charles II, a charge he denied. He was sent to Edinburgh where on 24 December 1684 he
was found guilty of treason and sentenced to be executed. Sentence was carried out that
same day. Parts of his body were displayed in Ayr, Glasgow, Edinburgh, Jedburgh and
Lanark. The parts exhibited at Lanark Tolbooth were stolen by a band of young local men
and taken away for burial.

Illus 12: Robert Baillie of Jerviswood
(from Meldrum 1901, Heroes and
Heroines of the Scottish Covenanters).

18th
century

The 18th century probably saw the end of Jerviswood as a family residence for the Baillies
following the death of Robert Baillie’s widow in 1697. The focus shifted to their other
estate, Mellerstain. The only information we have on activity at Jerviswood is a few entries
in the Accounts Book of Lady Grisell Baillie (see below) covering the first quarter of the
century. These suggest that the estate was being maintained and developed (on a smallish
scale) and that it was a source of rent and agricultural produce.

1684-89

Jerviswood was inherited by George Baillie (1664 - 1738), the son of Robert Baillie. He had
fled to Holland after his father’s execution and the family’s estates had been forfeited and
given to the Duke of Gordon. However, they were restored when James VII was overthrown
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and William of Orange became king in 1689.
1690

We have a 1690 record that George Baillie, newly restored as Laird of Jerviswood, was
seeking to derive income from his woodlands. It says:
Contract between George Baillie of Jerviswood, with consent of Rachell Johnstoune, his
mother, on the one part, and John Buckle, elder, mason, burgess of Lanark, on the other
part, whereby the first parties, in consideration of the sum of 2000 merks Scots paid to
them by the second party, sell to him the whole wood and growing trees within the park
dikes of the lands of Jerviswood, commonly called the Back and Fore Woods of
Jerviswood, lying within the lairdship of Jerviswood, parish and sheriffdom of Lanark, and
agree that he shall have the grass of each hag during the time of cutting for the use of the
horses taking away the timber. It is provided that entry to the wood shall be at the date
hereof and that the contract shall endure for 5 years from Martinmas following, with a
further extension if on account of troubles in the country the sale of the wood is
prevented through want of markets; and for the better preservation of the young
growth, it is agreed that the second party shall cut the same with 'ane ticht round stoune
= stowen, stump of a tree and redd the saids woods evine forward, he allwayes redding
the hag that he or his foresaids sall cut within the year', and that he shall furnish to the
said George Baillie 'alse many staick and rysse as will sufficiently fence the said young
haggs as they are cuttut'. John Buckle and William Buckle, masons, burgesses of Lanerk,
sons of the abovementioned John Buckle, are cautioners for him and there is a clause of
relief in their favour. At Lanerk 11 August 1690.
Source: National Records of Scotland, Ref: GD86/752

1690 to
1746

George Baillie based himself at Mellerstain, but his widowed mother was living at
Jerviswood until her death in 1697. An inventory in old Mrs Baillie’s handwriting of the
furniture and ‘plenishings’ at Jerviswood as at November 1694 shows the house as being
very sparsely furnished with very few comforts. Also, it seems that some of the windows
were only half glazed, the lower half being covered by hinged wooden shutters.
A dispute flared up between 1696 and 1702, centred around the terms of a new charter
granted to George Baillie of Jerviswood by the Burgh. The Burgh after long negotiations
retained their rights to traverse the lands and to dig for stone and clay.
George Baillie’s wife, Grisell, was well known for her poetry and for her Household
Accounts, which provide an insight to the workings of an 18th century estate. The Accounts
refer mostly to the running of Mellerstain but Jerviswood is occasionally mentioned, giving
tantalising snippets of information. A great deal was being done to maintain and improve
the grounds at Mellerstain, but Jerviswood also received attention: in 1701 land was being
enclosed with park dykes (‘dicks’) being put up. We see them being worked on again in
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1714. There are detailed entries concerning the purchase and planting of trees and plants;
again, this seems to relate to the gardens and grounds at Mellerstain, but Jerviswood is
named a couple of times. There was a nursery of some kind created there, and in 1709 we
see an entry: ‘For helping the pigion house at Jerriswood £1 10s’. (See Illus 13).
Illus 13: The now
lost dovecote at
Jerviswood,
photographed by
RCAHMS in May
1942. (Copyright
RCAHMS,
SC1451520)
https://canmore.org
.uk/collection/1451
520

Early 18th
century

Large numbers of young trees were purchased, presumably for planting at both estates —
limes, yews, thorns, planes, elms, geans, firs, chestnuts, walnuts, acorns, and fruit trees. In
1712 Lady Grisell wrote: ' For young trees bought by John Hope which was a perfit cheat £2,
10s.' Little or no detail is given of seeds purchased for the garden, nor is it clear if any were
for use at Jerviswood. Spinach, peas and parsley vegetable plants are mentioned, as are
anemones, ranunculas, jonquils and tulips, but it can be assumed that these were for
Mellerstain only.
There are several entries for bolls of meal from Jerviswood (from Cunning Willie’s Mill?)
and large quantities of butter, perhaps early evidence of a dairy at Jerviswood.
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It is unknown if any of George Baillie’s siblings remained at Jerviswood after their mother’s
death. However, some entries in Grisell Baillie’s Accounts suggest that in 1717 a Captain
Turnbull was the factor staying at Jerviswood (and being paid largely in kind).
On her husband’s death in 1738, the estates went to Grisell, who died in December 1746.
Their eldest daughter Grisell, Lady Murray had no issue. Their younger daughter Rachel
married Lord Binning, eldest son of the Earl of Haddington, and had several children. The
Baillie estates of Jerviswood and Mellerstain were passed to her second son George (born
1723), who assumed the name Baillie. His descendants eventually succeeded to the
Earldom of Haddington, his older brother’s line having expired.
1799

We have little information on what was happening at Jerviswood during the second half of
the 18th century. We know that a second dispute took place at the end of the century
between the Laird of Jerviswood and the Burgh,and again the Burgh won its case in
connection with rights to the land. The next record we have is in the First Statistical
Account, where some small mentions are made:
The estates of Lee, Cleghorn, Jerviswood, the Nemphlars, and the rest of the parish,
consist of a very improvable clayey soil, adapted for wheat, provided there were
spirit enough in the country to promote the erection of a flour mill . . . and a coarse
kind of freestone is to be had upon the Mouss on the Jerviswood estate, but
hitherto has been discovered nowhere else. . . . The only appearance of mines is in
Jerviswood grounds, where has lately been discovered a thick seam of quartz,
basseting out to the clay, intermixed with small veins of rich iron ore, but, as such,
by no means worth the working. . . . The principal heritors are … Lady Ross Baillie,
and the Hon. George Baillie of Jerviswood. (The First Statistical Account of Scotland
Vol. VII Lanarkshire and Renfrewshire, pp 430, 431, 437, 453.)

19th
century

The estate remained the property of the Baillies throughout the 19th century but, although
records improved over this period, information about Jerviswood remains sketchy. The
picture that emerges is of a working agricultural estate with the owners living elsewhere
and the land being rented out. The house is described in 1828 as ‘long deserted by the
proprietor’ and in 1834 as ‘now fallen into decay’ (see below) but this should not perhaps
be taken too literally: a sketch from 1837 (see Illus 14 below) does not depict a ruin. Also,
Census Returns and Valuation Rolls tell us that Jerviswood was at least partly occupied for
most, if not all, of the 19th century. Management of the woodlands continued with
evidence of coppicing and the planting of birch and conifers.
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Illus 14: Jerviswood House, near Lanark. Sketched by A. Archer, 5 July 1837. A
drawing showing the view from the South-east. (Copyright: HES (Alexander
Archer Collection) LAD43/13/A) https://canmore.org.uk/collection/714213
1828

'From this situation, the house of Jerviswood forms a remarkable object, rising among fine
lofty trees, on the summit of the opposite bank of the river. It is an old castellated
mansion, long deserted by the proprietor; but still held in high veneration, as being the
residence of Robert Baillie, who suffered martyrdom in the bloody reign of Charles II.'
(Source: W. Davidson, History of Lanark (and Guide to the Scenery), 1828 Lanark: Shepherd
and Robertson.)

1834

The New Statistical Account of Scotland, written in the 1840s, notes its association with the
Covenant martyr Robert Baillie: 'The estate of Jerviswood was the family property of
Robert Baillie the martyr. In the mansion-house, which is now fallen into decay, he found
concealment. . . . The principal landowners are . . . George Baillie Esq. of Jerviswood.'
(Source: The New Statistical Account of Scotland Vol. VI Lanark, pp 12, 25.)

1840

As part of Lanark’s annual Lanimer celebrations a procession of people, including the
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town’s dignitaries, march and ride around the town to check the 15 marking stones of the
Burgh boundaries. It is a duty attached to the status of all Royal Burghs that they check
their boundaries each year. Lanark is one of the few burghs to have kept that tradition
alive unbroken since being granted its charter in 1140.
This tradition gave rise to the third and most serious dispute between the town and
Jerviswood. In 1840, Baillie claimed that damage had been caused to his property by the
participants in the perambulation of the marches through the southern part of the
Jerviswood estate. The crowd were accused of damaging about 300 young birch trees in a
plantation. The following year, a week before Lanimer day, two of the accused were found
guilty at the Sheriff Court. This verdict did not please the locals and that year’s
perambulation again resulted in damage to the laird’s plantation. Nearly all of the 400 or
so participants were seen to be carrying pieces of birch. The dispute continued for another
seven years until a search of the Register of Sasines in Edinburgh showed that Baillie of
Jerviswood had never been sold the land and the annual tradition of walking round the
march stones could be maintained. The birks (birch branches) have been collected from
Jerviswood ever since and used during the procession to exercise the town’s rights to
march over the land at Jerviswood.
1851 to
1861

The Baillies/Earls of Haddington let out most of the Jerviswood estate including the farms
of Jerviswood, Jerviswood Mains, and Hagholm as well as Jerviswood Mill. Plantations on
the lands of Jerviswood were managed by their local agent. At the time of the 1851
Census, Jerviswood was occupied by tenant farmer James Forrest and his family. It was an
apparently prosperous farm of 120 acres employing eight labourers. The household
included a dairymaid and a house maid. The tenancy had changed hands by 1855 and was
held by Thomas Cadzow till the early 1880s. The acreage had increased to 180 acres by
1861.

1858-61

The OS Name Books describe Jerviswood as 'A farmsteading, dwellinghouse 3 storeys,
offices one, all slated, in good repair. Property of J. Bayly Esq.' Jerviswood Mains was 'A
farmsteading, dwelling-house 2 storeys, offices one, all slated in good repair. Property of J.
Bayly Esq.' Jerviswood Mill was 'A saw mill worked by water - fifteen horse power. A lint
mill attached. One storey. Slated and in good repair. About eighty yards S.W. [South West]
from the mill is the residence of the miller, a one storey thatched dwellinghouse and out
offices. Property of John Bayly Esq Jerviswood'.

1864

Irving and Murray gave a brief but clear outline of the estate in 1864 in their geographical
account of Lanarkshire:
The Jerviswood estate (293) is of greater historic note than money value in the parish of
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Lanark as it appears to contain but two farms, those of Jerviswood (925) and Jerviswood
Mains (874); the latter, the larger one, lies on the east of Mousewater, north of
Stanmore, near to Lanark, the turnpike road for Edinburgh, and in a district fertile, wellfenced, well wooded, and well watered. Jerviswood Farm is of considerable size, chiefly
on the Mouse-water, above Lockhart Mill, and in a richly cultivated district. The
woodlands, the cottage at Melvinhead, and the lands of Frostholm, appear also on the
estate. (Source: The Upper Ward of Lanarkshire Vol 2, 1864, Irving and Murray.)
1885 to
1920

Sometime between 1881 and 1885, the tenancy of Jerviswood Farm was taken over by Mr
George Findlater. This was a significant change for the farm: Mr Findlater also farmed
Jerviswood Mains, which he had taken over from his father during the same period, and
that is where he continued to base himself and his family. However, Jerviswood was not
empty: two or more farm workers and their families lived there at least until 1930, the
latest year for which Valuation Rolls are available online. One of the workers was a
dairyman, and dairy continued to be an important activity at Jerviswood. For much if not
all of this period, the dairyman worked as a bower, that is he operated as a contractor,
possibly renting the herd.

Illus 15: Photograph of Jerviswood House and steading, showing coal and turnips and
piled high in the yard, in the middle of which is a ‘neep-splitter’. Undated but c 1900.
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Courtesy of Paul Archibald, Lanark Library.
1925

The next significant change occurred between 1920 and 1925 when, having owned
Jerviswood for almost 400 years, the Baillie descendants sold the estate. The bulk of it
was purchased by Mr George Findlater, whose family had been farming at Jerviswood
Mains as tenants of the Earls of Haddington since the 1860s. Over time they had extended
their acreage substantially through the purchase and tenancy of a number of farms and
lands locally, including the tenancy of Jerviswood Farm.

1960

There is no mention of Jerviswood in the 1960 entry for Lanark Parish in the Third
Statistical Account of Scotland.

Late 1950s/
1960s

Mrs Margaret Findlater of Jerviswood Mains first came to the farm in the late 1950s. She
knew Jerviswood House as ‘Jerviswood Dairy’. The dairyman, Mr Will Savage, and his
family lived only or mainly on the ground floor of the old house, which was in a fairly poor
condition. When the Savages moved out, the dairy was run for a while by Mrs Findlater’s
brother-in-law before he, too, gave it up. The house was then deserted.

1960s/70s

Jerviswood House was separated from the bulk of its land when Mr George Findlater sold
the deserted building to a gentleman in Wishaw, whose plans to develop the property did
not materialise.

1979

The house had been empty for about 20 years and was derelict when it was sold in 1979
for £6,000 to a local joiner, Mr Johnny Aitken and his wife. Mr Aitken set about restoring
the house, doing almost all of it himself. It took five years to complete the work, which
was of such a high standard that the house received a Civic Trust commendation in 1984.

1997

In 1997/8 Jerviswood House and its surrounding land was bought by the McRae family,
whose home it remains at this time (2017).

2014

In February 2014 the owner of Jerviswood created a new area of woodland, called ‘Colin’s
Wood’, to the south of the Doocot Field. With the assistance of EU grant funding, 11.06
ha (27 acres) were planted with a variety of species including oak, birch, rowan, gean,
hazel, guilder rose, Scots Pine, juniper, hawthorn and holly. The wood is named in
memory of Colin McRae, the Scottish rally driver and husband of Alison McRae.
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6.0 Components of the Designed Landscape
The following designed landscape components still exist at Jerviswood. Illus 1 shows their locations.
Category

Name

Pleasure gardens

Doocot Field

Drives & approaches

Cleghorn Road Approach
Bellefield Road Approach

Policy woodland

Cleghorn Glen

Agricultural & industrial features

Jerviswood Steading

Domestic buildings

Jerviswood House

This section summarises the historical development of each component and describes its current
character and condition.

6.1 Pleasure gardens
The Doocot Field (Illus 16)
It is perhaps stretching a point to categorise this field as ‘Pleasure Gardens’, but it is the nearest that
existed at Jerviswood. Lying on the south side of the house, the Doocot Field is about 1.75 acres in size
and roughly rectangular in shape. The land slopes steeply south from the house and steading area before
levelling out to a gentler slope and then flattening. It is first seen on Forrest’s map of 1816 and its
boundaries seem unchanged. To the west and north of the field is woodland on high, steep banks that
fall down to the Mouse Water. To the east is the last section of drive to the house and to the south the
land rises gently up again. The field is relatively sheltered, forming a small, south-facing bowl between
the house and steading and rising land to its south. It provides the immediate setting for the house on
the final leg of the approach/drive.
The Doocot Field developed over time from three separate areas of cultivation (shown on the Forrest
map of 1816), to a single large orchard lined with trees on the east, west and north and a broad track
running outside its south and north boundaries leading to wells, with a probable pond betweeen the east
boundary (1st edition Ordnance Survey). The orchard and trees lining its edges had disappeared by 1896
(2nd edition OS).
Today the field is a paddock with a large manège on its flattest section. Slight traces of the past can be
seen. For example, on the steepest part of the slope, which faces south, the shadow of terracing is just
discernible, presumably from its time as an orchard. Some old beech and oak trees remain, in particular
large beeches that are survivors of the tree line that ran along its eastern edge from the steading. The
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track that ran along the field’s southern edge is also discernible in places. It may have run between two
stone dykes, and the (restored) wall that now marks the southern edge of the field may be the successor
to the southernmost one. There is also a section of stone wall between the northern edge of the field
and the woodland that seems to be of some age, given the nature of the mortar. The old trees that
survive are showing their age but there are no obvious signs of disease. The grounds, fencing and walls
are all in good condition and are well maintained.
We cannot know exactly how long this field has been known as the Doocot Field. However, we do know
that it was called this by the Findlater family, who farmed and then owned Jerviswood from the 1880s till
the 1970s. Although there is no dovecote indicated as such on any map, we were alerted to its existence
by a photograph taken in 1942 as part of the RCAHMS Emergency Survey (see Illus 13). This shows a
ruined dovecot, of which only part of one wall remained standing. It may have been built at the same
time as the 17th century Jerviswood House as we know that in 1709 Lady Grisell Baillie spent £1 10s
repairing or improving ‘the pigion house at Jerriswood’. No trace of the dovecote remains, and it is not
possible to determine its location from this one photograph. However, the Findlater family have
confirmed that it stood in or on the edge of the Doocot Field until about the 1950s when, having
collapsed, its stone was used elsewhere.

6.2 Drives & approaches
The map analysis revealed that for a while there were two approaches to Jerviswood, one running
roughly south-west from the house and the other east-southeast, which met for the final 250 metres or
so of the approach. The former is Bellefield Road and the latter we have called the Cleghorn Road or ‘The
Ashy Road’.

Cleghorn Road / ‘ The Ashy Road’ (Illus 17 and 18)
This seemed to be the wider and more important of the two approaches from c 1750 (Roy's map) to 1816
(Forrest's map) and was a tree-lined avenue for most of its length from what is now the A706 Cleghorn
Road. It ran through fields for about 600 metres before Bellefield Road Approach joined it at a T-junction
and then continued up to the house. By 1858 (OS 1st edition), although the line of the approach
remained the same and many of the trees were still depicted, the section from the A706 Cleghorn Road
to this T-junction had narrowed to a track and Bellefield Road had widened, probably now providing the
only vehicular access to Jerviswood. By 1898 (OS 2nd edition), the section was little more than a narrow
footpath with no avenue of trees along its length.
Today this footpath or track is still used by locals. After a short, steep descent from A706 Cleghorn Road
through a woodland strip, it gradually climbs before descending fairly steeply down to the tarmacked
Bellefield Road as it makes a 90-degree turn left up to Jerviswood. At first the track goes through open
fields but gradually the land rises on either side leaving a narrow path between two steep banks. In some
sections there are overgrown trees – including birch, hawthorn and beech - some of which show signs of
coppicing. Originally, some of these beech and hawthorn may have formed a hedge on the north-east
edge of the path, although Mrs Findlater of Jerviswood Mains could not remember there ever having
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been hedges along this track. However, she did recall that the track was known as the ‘Ashy Road’
because they would lay ash on it to ease farm vehicle access to the fields on either side.
It is hard to see why this was ever an important approach to Jerviswood, as the access point from
Cleghorn Road is further from Lanark than that of Bellefield Road Approach – although it is nearer the
road to Edinburgh and the Borders. Its highest point would have afforded a fine view across to
Jerviswood House; there is no equivalent viewpoint on the Bellefield approach. In any case, its role as
the dominant drive or approach was in doubt by 1816 and it was a mere footpath by the mid-19th
century.
The track is muddy and overgrown but well defined and easily traversed. There is some stone bottoming
visible in a few places.

Bellefield Road (Illus 19)
About 1750 (as shown on Roy's map), this was a narrow road running north -northeast from the main
route north out of Lanark. It joined the Cleghorn Road at a T-junction and became a broader avenue
approaching the house, as described above. In 1816 (Forrest's map) the line of the approach was
essentially the same and we can see the beginnings of Hope Street and today’s Cleghorn and Bellfield
Roads. On the tree-lined section of the Jerviswood approach, trees are depicted on only one side. By
1858 (OS 1st edition), the modern road layout was well established, and the Bellefield approach was
clearly the only route into Jerviswood. However, it has the appearance of a roadway rather than a drive
or approach per se.
Today, Bellefield Road Approach is a narrow, two-lane, metalled road running for about one and a
quarter kilometres from Cleghorn Road to Jerviswood. For about half of its length, from the Bellefield
housing estate to the 90-degree left-turn, there is a thin line of trees on one or both sides of the road.
From the 90-degree turn it runs for a further 300 metres with a few well-spaced houses dating from the
1950s to the 2000s, ending in the entrance to Jerviswood House, comprising stone pillars of modern
construction and electric security gates. From here the drive turns right up to the house and ancillary
buildings. On the west side of this final section there is a modern wooden fence between the drive and
the Doocot Field. On the other side is a well-kept beech hedge within which is at least one ornate, cast
iron post.
The first section of the approach descends quite steeply from the A706 Cleghorn Road, and from here
there are good views of the Mouse Valley across to the north and east. However, the lower reaches of
the road do not provide much in the way of views of either the landscape or Jerviswood itself.

6.3 Policy woodland
Cleghorn Glen (Illus 20 and 21)
Jerviswood House sits high above the Mouse Water where the land falls away into a deep, wooded gorge
along a stretch of the water now known as Cleghorn Glen. This ancient, semi-natural woodland can be
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seen on all of the old maps and has changed little over time. We know from the records that trees were
being harvested at Jerviswood as far back as 1690; that in 1840 the Baillies were complaining of damage
to 300 young birches they had planted, and that plantations on the Jerviswood estate featured in the
Valuation Rolls from at least the 1860s. However, we do not know the exact location of any of this
activity. In the view of Scottish Natural Heritage (SNH), the woodlands were probably managed as a
‘coppice-with-standards’ from the early 19th until the mid-20th century.
The substantial new area of woodland known as Colin’s Wood was created in 2014 by the current owner,
Mrs McRae, in memory of her late husband. Covering 11.06 ha, it includes a variety of species including
oak, birch, rowan, gean, hazel, guilder rose and Scots Pine.
Cleghorn Glen has been a National Nature Reserve (NNR) since 1981. Nearby Cartland Crags was added
in 1987 to form Clyde Valley Woodlands National Nature Reserve (NNR), which is managed by SNH. SNH
own 17 ha of the 41 ha of the Cleghorn Glen NNR, the remainder being on a 99-year agreement with the
owner, Mr Elliot-Lockhart, whose family own the neighbouring Cleghorn estate.
The Glen is accessed via a public right of way that runs north off Bellefield Road, about 250 metres before
the entrance to Jerviswood House. This track was in existence in 1816 (Forrest's map) when it led across
fields and then turned left down to ‘Cunning Willie’s Mill’ at the edge of the Mouse. By 1858 (1st edition
OS), the mill was defunct and the path now turned right at the woods leading to Leitch Ford (which is not
shown on the earlier maps). The path has not changed since then, but over the years successive OS maps
show a growing network of pleasure paths through Cleghorn Glen, and, by 1910, the building of a
footbridge a little upriver from the ford.
In the early years of industry, the Mouse Water was used to power four mills. Cunning Willie’s Mill was
located in 1816 just below Jerviswood House, where Fulwood Burn flows into the Mouse, but in ruins by
1858. Today we can see the mill lade and stone steps into the water (presumably giving access to the
sluices). The ruins of a small stone building, perhaps a store, also remain at a height of up to about 4
feet. We do not know the function of this mill.
Cleghorn Glen is popular with walkers and the network of paths and bridge (possibly not original) remain
and are well maintained by SNH.

6.4 Agricultural and industrial features
Jerviswood Steading (Illus 22)
In 1858 (1st edition OS), there were a number of ancillary buildings around Jerviswood House, in keeping
with its function as a working farm; these included a long barn attached to the east wing of the house as
well as buildings on the other side of the yard and a separate, detached building with a possible round
horse mill at the top of the drive. By 1896 (2nd edition OS), the latter had been replaced by an opensided barn and the buildings opposite the house had been extended. The steading had been further
developed by 1910 (3rd edition OS) but remained unchanged in 1941 (4th edition OS).
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Today the steading comprises a mixture of old and new structures. Most of the older buildings have
been converted into accommodation, with newer buildings providing stabling and storage.

6.5 Domestic Buildings
Jerviswood House (Illus 23)
Jerviswood is a fine example of a 17th century laird’s house, L-shaped and three storeys high with crowstepped gables. Beside the south-west leg of the house are the remains of Jerviswood Tower, a square
tower house, the earliest record for which is in the Lanark Burgh Records for 1513. Stonework from the
tower is thought to have been used in constructing the newer house. Little of the tower remains except
for two opposing doorways, one with a carved, arched lintel. The area of surviving walls (maximum
height about 10 feet) is infilled and used as a rockery. Both the tower and the house are Category A
listed.
The house sits above the gorge of the Mouse Water. Wooded banks fall sharply down to the river on the
north and west sides with more gently sloping fields to the east and rising fields to the south. There are
some fine views over the Mouse Valley from the grounds and, presumably, from some parts of the
house. Although from the end of the 17th century it was no longer the home of its builders, the Baillies,
and became essentially a farmhouse until about 1960, it has since been fully restored and is a very well
maintained and impressive family home.

Illus 16: Looking north-west across the Doocot Field. A hint of terracing can just be seen on the slope,
presumably a relic from its time as an orchard.
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Illus 17: The Cleghorn Road Approach or ‘Ashy Road’, facing west towards Jerviswood.

Illus 18: A further view of the Cleghorn Approach, this time facing east back towards Cleghorn Road and
nearer to the Jerviswood end. Some stone metalling remains on this stretch.
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Illus 19: The final stretch of the main approach, facing west towards Jerviswood after the merging of the
Cleghorn and Bellefield Road Approaches.
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Illus 20: The mill lade at Cunning Willie’s Mill in Cleghorn Glen.
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Illus 21: Stone steps into the Mouse Water at Cunning Willie’s Mill in Cleghorn Glen.

Illus 22: Jerviswood House and Steading, looking west.
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7.0 Assessment of significance
7.1 The concept of significance
In the context of national policy, it is necessary to identify and understand the cultural significance of an
aspect of the historic environment before its national importance can be considered. The concept of
cultural significance, which is now widely accepted, was introduced in policy statements including the
Burra Charter (2013). Assessment of significance is designed to help establish why a place or feature is
considered to be important and why it is valued. It can be a subjective exercise – reflecting the moment
in history when it is written and the state of knowledge about the site at that time. This means that the
assessment of significance has the potential to change as knowledge and understanding of the site
increase, as ideas and values change or as a result of alterations to the place or feature.
In order to be considered to be of national importance and therefore inscribed on the Inventory of
Gardens and Designed Landscapes, designed landscapes must have a particular cultural significance artistic, archaeological, historic, traditional, aesthetic, scientific and social - for past, present or future
generations (Historic Environment Scotland Policy Statement, June 2016).
The cultural significance of a designed landscape rests on three types of characteristics, as set out in the
HES Policy Statement (2016).
1. Intrinsic - those inherent in the landscape and/or its constituent parts, including:
▪
▪
▪
▪

its condition
its research potential
the length and legibility of its apparent developmental sequence
its original or subsequent functions

2. Contextual - those relating to its place in the wider landscape or body of existing knowledge,
including:
▪ the rarity of the designed landscape or any part of it, assessed against its regional and
national context
▪ its relationship to other, similar landscapes in the vicinity
▪ the relationship of the designed landscape and its constituent parts to the wider landscape
setting
3. Associative - the historic, cultural and social influences that have affected the form and fabric of
the designed landscape, and vice versa, including:
▪ its aesthetic attributes
▪ its significance in the national consciousness or to people who use or have used it, or their
descendants
▪ its associations with historical, traditional or artistic characters or events
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The grading of significance here is based on a ranking system developed from Kerr (2013) for conservation
plans. It grades the quality of the landscape's intrinsic, contextual and associative characteristics; based
on the grading of quality, it assesses cultural significance according to a range, as set out below.
Quality:

Outstanding

Range:

International

High

National (Scotland)

Some

Regional

Little

Local

An assessment of local cultural significance does not mean that a designed landscape or its constituent
parts are not worth conserving; indeed, sound conservation and management practices can enhance
their significance.

7.2 The significance of the designed landscape at Jerviswood House
Intrinsic value
Although the doocot and orchards at Jerviswood House are gone, it retains its essential character as a
modest country estate, working farm and mill that evolved from medieval origins. The category A-listed
Jerviswood House is a fine example of a 17th-century laird's house. The policy woodlands of Cleghorn
Glen have high intrinsic value as semi-natural deciduous gorge woods that include a SSSI and form (with
nearby Cartland Crags) part of the Clyde Valley Woodlands National Nature Reserve (NNR). The
development of the designed landscape is legible through historic maps as well as documentary and
pictorial evidence. The Jerviswood House designed landscape is thus considered to have high intrinsic
value.

Contextual value
Jerviswood House has close historical links to Lanark town and other neighbouring designed landscapes,
including Cleghorn, Baronald and Mauldslie. It contributes to the landscape character of this section of
the Clyde Valley. The Cleghorn Glen woodlands, which have existed since at least the 18th century, form
part of the Clyde Valley Woodlands National Nature Reserve (NNR) along with other areas of woodland at
Falls of Clyde, Chatelherault Country Park, Nethan Gorge, Hamilton High Parks and Mauldslie Woods
(http://www.nnr-scotland.org.uk/clyde-valley-woodlands/nature-and-culture/six-of-one/). The designed
landscape thus has high contextual value.

Associative value
Jerviswood has high associative value as a result of its strong historical associations with the Covenanting
movement and particularly Robert Baillie. It has also has associations with the annual Lanimer procession
and the collection of 'birks' (birch branches) from the woodlands, and with the Lanark-born rally driver
Colin McCrae, whose home it was and whose family home it remains. In addition, it has significance to
local people as a place for walking and viewing wildlife.
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Cultural significance
With its clearly legible sequence of development from a medieval estate to a modest working farm
centred on a 17th-century laird's house, the contributions it makes to the Clyde Valley's wooded
landscape character, and its close associations with historical events, notable figures and cultural
traditions, the designed landscape at Jerviswood House is considered to have regional significance.

8.0 Sources consulted
8.1 Historic maps
Cartographer

Date

Title

Sheet

Timothy Pont

1593-96

Glasgow and the County of Lanark

Pont 34

General William
Roy

1747-55

Military Survey of Scotland (©British
Library)

Lowland
Scotland

Charles Ross

1773

A Map of the Shire of Lanark

North-east
Section

William Forrest

1816

The County of Lanark from Actual Survey

Ordnance Survey

Surveyed 1858,
published 1864

Lanarkshire, 25-inch to the mile

025.11

Ordnance Survey

Surveyed 1896,
published 1897

Lanarkshire, 25-inch (2nd edition)

025.11

Ordnance Survey

Revised 1910,
published 1911

Lanarkshire, 25-inch (3rd edition)

025.11

Ordnance Survey

Revised 1941,
published c 1949

Lanarkshire, 25-inch (4th edition)

025.11

Source: http://maps.nls.uk

8.2 Aerial photographs
NS 84 NE, 1950 (OS Air Photo Mosaics 1944-50)
Source: http://maps.nls.uk
NCAP-000-000-123-203 - 2009
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Source: www.ncap.org.uk
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http://archive.org
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